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A trapped-ion quantum computer

P. Schindler et al., A quantum information processor 

with trapped ions, New J. Phys. 15, 123012 (2013)

string of trapped 
40Ca+ ions

Paul trap



Two-level system: 4S1/2 to 3D5/2 quadrupole transition

The 40Ca+ qubit

T1 ~ 1 s (spontaneous decay)

T2 ~ 200 ms (laser linewidth, B field fluctuations)

laser pulse

(729 nm)



Spectrum: electronic transitions

The electronic levels are Zeeman split:



Spectrum: motional sidebands

The ions sit in a harmonic potential:
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beam
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Collective rotations around X or Y axes using global 
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Collective rotations around X or Y axes using global 

resonant beam:
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Addressed Z rotations
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Single-qubit rotations around the Z axis using off-

resonant addressed beam (AC Stark shifts):

Addressed Z rotations

=Z(θ)



Entangling gates
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The Mølmer-Sørensen (MS) gate uses a common 

motional mode of the ions to generate entanglement:

Entangling gates

axial center of 

mass mode

=MSx(θ)



Ions can be selectively decoupled from the MS gate:

Experimental toolbox

How to tailor the range of our interactions?

MSx = MSx

DD D-1D-1

Decoupling  : DD
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Experimental toolbox

MS

Ions can be selectively decoupled from the MS gate:

How to tailor the range of our interactions?

MSx = MSx

DD D-1D-1

Decoupling  : DD



Translating physics into gates

E.A.M. et al., Compiling quantum algorithms for architectures 

with multi-qubit gates, New J. Phys. 18(6), 063029 (2016)
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Universal set of gates! We can implement an arbitrary 

unitary evolution with a pulse sequence, e.g.

for time ∆t

Finding efficient implementations is not always trivial…



State-dependent fluorescence detection:

Measurement

bright

dark

laser pulse

(397 nm)

(projective measurement on Z)





Scaling things up

2D trap arrays Atom-light interfaces

Current devices limited to around 50 ions!

How to scale things up?

© M. Kumph
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The Standard Model
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particles mediated by 

gauge fields



The Standard Model

interactions between 

particles mediated by 

gauge fields

equations known but 

classical simulation hard

quantum simulation



The Standard Model

simplest theory: QED

“Schwinger mechanism”



How do we simulate QED in 1+1?

Lattice gauge theories

e- e+

e- e+ e- e+

� Discretize space to a lattice (1D for simplicity).

� Blue sites hold particles, red sites hold antiparticles.

� After Jordan-Wigner transformation:

encode



How do we simulate gauge theories?

Lattice gauge theories

e- e+ e- e+

� Interactions mediated by gauge fields on the links 
between the sites (electric field).

� Dynamics: neighboring e+e- pairs and fields get created 
and annihilated.

e- e+

-10 0 0 0 -1



If we know the charges and the boundary conditions, we 

can infer the value of the fields from Gauss’ law:

Eliminating the gauge fields

� Each charge determines the fields to its right.

� We eliminate the fields and get effective long-range 
interactions:

e- e+ e- e+

-10 0 0 0 -1

constant linear decay
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Dynamics

� Neighboring pairs are created/annihilated at a rate w:

� Long-range interactions (Coulomb force) with strength J:

e- e+

e- e+

� Particles have mass m, so they take energy to create:

e-m
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� The Hamiltonian of our spin system is:

Time evolution

Y
(π

/2
)

Y
(-
π

/2
)

� We slice the evolution in small time steps (Trotterization):

effective particle masseslong-range

interactions
particle – antiparticle

creation/annihilation
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Gauge invariance and postselection

...only errors take us 

out of this subspace.

e- e+ vacvac e-e+vac vac e- e+

vac e- e+vac vac e- e+vacvacvacvacvac

e+ e-

Measured ρ

Postselected ρ

We project the raw experimental density matrix ρ onto this subspace:

The only states physically allowed by charge conservation are:

The dynamics preserve 

gauge invariance…



Dynamics of e+e- pair creation

m = w/2

Ø Ø Ø Ø

Ø e+ e- Ø

Error model: 

uncorrelated dephasing 

noise with error 

probability p = 0.038 

per qubit per step.
+ …

Initial state:

bare vacuum

Initial state:

bare vacuum



Time evolutions for different particle masses m:

Dynamics of e+e- pair creation

Higher mass → faster oscillations, less amplitudeHigher mass → faster oscillations, less amplitude



We have full experimental access to the system wavefunction:

Vacuum persistence & entanglement

(En = log. negativity 

across this bipartition)

J/w = 1

m/w=0



Retrieving the gauge fields

Electric field energy density for m = w/2, J = w:



Challenge remains: start from proper ground state! 

Variational method:

Variational ground state preparation

Numerical 

optimization
Experiment

estimate optimal sequence parameters x

measure � and feed back

…and try to minimize � . 



� Dynamics - Schwinger mechanism (ground state + quench):

What to do with the ground state?

� Static - phase transitions:

ground state 

preparation
+

mass

magnetization



e- e+ e- e+

• Real-time dynamics

• Entanglement, vacuum persistence, …

• Variational ground state preparation

• Larger systems

• Other QED effects (e.g. string breaking)

• 2D (and 3D?) lattices

• Non-abelian theories (e.g. QCD)
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